
(for juniors only) 

Please complete the entire application and e-mail it as an attachment along with a 5-10 page writing sample as a second 

attachment to rachel.mace.1@vanderbilt.edu by April 9th, 2021. If you experience any issues completing this form, please 

email. 

English and Secondary Education double majors who would like to consider the Honors Program should consult the 

Department of English Director of Undergraduate Studies (DUS), Lynn Enterline (lynn.enterline@vanderbilt.edu).   

Note:  Applicants in the Creative Writing Program who wish to write a creative thesis must have at least one endorser from the Creative Writing faculty. 

Signatures of endorsers are not needed; simply confirm their willingness and then add their names. 

Please list below English courses already taken or currently enrolled, including the instructor’s name, semester, as 

well as current courses. Please include courses from outside the department counting toward your major.   

Name 

Email 

Campus Address 

Expected Graduation 

English Major Adviser 

Program Literary Studies, Creative Writing or Individualized:

Second Major and Advisor If Applicable:

Faculty Endorser #1 

Faculty Endorser #2 

Course Instructor Semester 

Honors Seminars 

Other English 

Courses 

file:///C:/Users/klapsi/Downloads/inge.klaps@vanderbilt.edu
file:///C:/Users/klapsi/Downloads/lynn.enterline@vanderbilt.edu


 

Please answer all five of the questions in the boxes below.  You may prefer to write them elsewhere and cut and paste.  Please 

write 1-2 paragraphs per question. The boxes will continue to expand as you answer the questions and will increase the number 

of pages of the application; that is just fine. 

 

Describe the reasons you wish to participate in the Honors in English Program. How does the Program fit in with your 

previous work and your future plans? 

 

 

 

 

Describe in a paragraph or two what you view as one of the most interesting arguments you have made in a paper 

(for any class, including non-English). 

  

 

 

Describe your writing process – either for a specific work or in general. 

  

 

 

Pretend you must choose a thesis topic right now. Describe it. (You will have plenty of time and support in arriving at 

your actual project.) 

  

 

 

What are your summer plans? Where can you be reached this summer? 

  

 

Please send this document titled as “Firstname Lastname EHA” and your 5-10 page writing sample (titled “Firstname Lastname 

WS”) as two attachments in an email (email subject: FirstName Lastname EHA) addressed to Inge Klaps 

(inge.klaps@vanderbilt.edu). After submitting your application, you should receive an acknowledgement within 48 hours. 
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